
making emergency help accessible and equitable





37 million Americans
can’t call 911 in an emergency



70% of 911 call 
centers can’t 
receive texts



So Many Communities Left 
Out



Text to Voice Call

Free

Quick

Secure





“this is so helpful for 
domestic violence, since you 

don’t have to use your 
voice to get help”

- BIPOC firefighter +
domestic violence survivor









988
SUICIDE 

PREVENTION 
HOTLINE

live July 2022
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- National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) Facilitator

“...a fellow facilitator, in another state was in crisis. While my partners were 
trying to contact the other state's 911, I called the new 988 number.

It did work. However there were several messages and transfers. I 

know this [988] is a new line, but a person in crisis who is 
suicidal may not have the capacity to wait.”



988 & Location.
988 routes calls to the crisis center based on your area 
code. 

988 does not receive your geolocation.
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accesSOS & Location.
accesSOS is for people who 

need help now. 

We ask for permission.

When they opt in, we share location.



accesSOS Recommendations.
our intake process is only one modality

24/7/365

someone to talk to
someone to respond 
somewhere to go

trained in your preferred language
with lived experience



Expansion + Timeline.
988 incorporated into app

Nationwide deployment

Translated in 12 languages

iOS + Android app deployed 12 months
by



accesSOS Team. 



accesSOS Interns.



Supporters & Press.



How you can help us?
Give us honest feedback. 

Diverse input from you improves our work.

Visit the link in the chat to send us your information or email us: 
hello@accessos.io



accesSOS: making emergency help 
accessible

Presented by Gabriella Wong

988 and Core Crisis Continuum
TALK.CRISISNOW.COM
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